Global UAV Technologies provides update on High Eye and Pioneer Aerial.

Global UAV Technologies Ltd. (UAV-CSE) (the “Company”) is pleased to provide an update on its wholly owned subsidiaries High Eye Aerial Imaging and Pioneer Aerial Surveys.

Pioneer Aerial Surveys:

Pioneer Aerial has completed 1,450 line-kilometres of surveys since the beginning of June. June also saw Pioneer Aerial complete its first contract in the United States.

High Eye Aerial Imaging:

High Eye is continuing its ongoing relationship with the University of Guelph’s Muck Crop Research Station, which is located in the Holland Marsh, Ontario. This marks the fourth year of the relationship between High Eye and the University of Guelph. The project, and associated deliverables, has evolved from an experimental start to a distinct replicable model, which will provide High Eye with a unique product to offer agricultural clients.

Over the previous two years the High Eye team was orthographically mapping upwards of 100 hectares of the Marsh in both RGB and NDVI (Normalized Differential Vegetation Index) images, which was compiling vast amounts of data for the university at a fraction of the price of what these specialized surveys would normally cost using traditional mapping methods.

High Eye has recently set up the project such that the university will be able to increase the amount of surveys conducted by the university with High Eye processing all of the collected data on a weekly basis.

About Global UAV Technologies Ltd.:

With its growing technical expertise and expanding reach globally, Global UAV Technologies is the leader within the commercial Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) sector. Through its wholly owned subsidiaries – Pioneer Aerial Surveys, High Eye Aerial Imaging, and UAV Regulatory Services – Global UAV Technologies provides full spectrum UAV-based surveys for industries such as mining and construction.

Global UAV Technologies will continue its growth through expanding the business of its current subsidiaries and the continued evaluation of potential acquisitions with the goal of creating a consortium of businesses that, when fully integrated, will cover all aspects of the UAV industry.
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